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ABSTRACT

This article reviews the development of the internet civilian framework (ICF) in Brazil - to be until now the only country in the American continent with a political Internet constitution; As well as the policies that have been implemented in the Americas Region. For the above, the Brazilian policies that guarantee the rights of privacy and neutrality of the network against those of the same type in the continent that are contrasted, evidencing the failure of the latter to violate - precisely - the rights that they pretended to claim; In this sense, the Colombian case is examined. The document provides a baseline for research on regulation of the use of this service in the region, as well as on the impact it generates among Internet users.
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1. Introduction

The demand in the internet's usage during the last years, has been a precedent that is imperative to be examined, in order to analyze if the activities that have been made to regulate this service are really relevant. In this sense, and according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the internet's penetration percentage in the world between 2000 and 2005 has moved from 6.5% to 43%. This situation is not different in the Americas Region. As stated by the ITU, the percentages of the internet's penetration in this sense have increased. (see Table 1).

In 2000, the percentage of the internet's usage for some reference countries in the Americas region went as it follows: Canada 51.3%, USA 43.08%, Mexico 5.08%, Brazil 2.87% and Colombia 2.21%. By 2013, this percentage increased dramatically: Canada 85.8%, USA 84.2%, Colombia 51.7%, Brazil 51.6% and Mexico 43.46%.

Figure 1. Percentage of the internet's penetration from 2000 to 2013 in reference countries in the American, [1].

It is understandable that during the past years, countries within the American continent have been working together in order to establish bills that regulate the internet's service usage. To date, the country which has successfully achieved the creation of a legislation about this matter is Brazil, through the ICF, aimed towards the respect of the fundamental rights of individuals about the internet usage, such as the privacy and the neutrality in the web.

Regarding relativity, which is etymologically defined as a voice, privatus, or "something that is not public", it can be inferred that it refers to the control of information owned by a specific user when connected to the internet, as well as the capacity of having freedom of choices about the information to be shared with, and the possibility to keep as private, either an email or a social network. Neutrality, that its Latin roots come from the adjective neuter, meaning "neither one nor the other” determines the user’s guarantees, so it can be able to select the access to the web pages or browsers of his preference. As it is prohibited to the ISP to block the websites in an indiscriminated way and to impose its own search engine, under exclusiveness agreements with specific brands.

From this perspective, the ICF decriminalizes common practices within the informatics, such as: sharing copyright, protected videos in social networks such as Facebook and YouTube, or P2P network systems, to decide if it is accepted that specific websites share personal information with commercial purposes. To convert the song of a CD in a MP3 format, or freely choose a desired search engine to make queries; among others. In addition, the American continent has been working on bills that are focused on the internet usage regulation. (SOPA, PIPA, ACTA, CISPA); conversely, they are guided to favor the big commercial industries, punishing the users and denying their rights. Nonetheless, the rejection awoken after these policies, forced the different governments to step back on their implementation.

As it has been exposed, this article addresses a review of the topic, in order to establish research guidelines regarding internet regulations and the impact provoked by these bills. The structure of this article is thereupon presented: in the first section, the topic is introduced and notions about the ICF and some policies regarding the American continent are given. In the second section, the ICF and its background in Brazil are described; subsequently, there are records in the Americas region (Canada, USA and Mexico) which are referred. Next, within section 4, the background and Colombian regulations; and to close the conclusions of this research.

2. Brazil

2.1 Definition of ICF

It is an in-force Brazilian legislation issued in 2014, whose main focus introduces the respect to the civil rights in the internet service usage. Three fundamental aspects are highlighted: Neutrality in the web, freedom of speech, and user’s privacy guarantees. Besides granting the user’s rights and the exercise of citizenship in digital media, issues regarding commercial exploitation are regulated, legalizing the acquisition of resources that come from web-correlated activities; so the creation of monopolies among the ISP can be avoided. Also, establishing a
connection with the citizens, increasing the democratization and the flux of information, the control of the user's data made by the ISP, the available contents, the articulated groups, as well as the copyright, [2,3].

2.2. Background of the legislative process in Brazil.

On February 24th, 1999, the Brazilian deputy Luiz Piuhylinho De Mello Monteiro presented a draft law that intended to regulate Cybercrime in his country. It was settled as a bill (PL 84/1999), [4]. The Project regulated criminal punishment for the damaged made in the web's information, the non-granted access to a computer or website, the improper or unauthorized usage of data, the inclusion of malware," software, and the publishing of pornographic content without prior notice, [5]. On November 5th, 2003, after four years of Legislative processes concerning Cybercrime, this draft law [4], in conjunction with minimal adjustments was approved by the Chamber of Deputies of the Brazilian National Congress (CDBNC). It was subsequently presented to the Federal Senate for its final approval.

In June, 2006, the senator Eduardo Azeredo proposed a bill that gathered disposals proper of the European convention that dealt with Cybercrime (CED1), an agreement of which Brazil was not a signatory. The modifications set over-the-top definitions of crimes that might result in the Criminalization of irrelevant user's daily behaviors such as downloading files, creating a DVD backup, and the manipulation of mobile devices. It would also point at the ISP the user's detection and the registration of all connections established in Brazil’s internet, perpetuating a long path towards the criminalization of file exchanging, [6].

The modification of this bill had a strong support in the business and state sectors because it contained more drastic criminal punishments that the ones currently active; punishing the offenders with prison sentences and fines. However, different sectors inside the civil community, decided to get involved in the process by holding conversations with the senators part of the worker's party (WP), [6], as they were concerned about the negative outcome which included the proposed legislation.

In 2007, the senator Aloizio Mercadante Oliva, part of the WP, started a conversation with senator Azeredo, by means of including some minor adjustments, requested by the civil community, [5]. After presenting a modified text, the bill known as bill 84/99 or "Azeredo's bill", in which it was seen as punishable behaviors as following:

1. To Access to a computer system without prior notice.
2. To obtain, transfer and give data or information without prior notice.
3. To reveal or to misuse the information and personal data within the computer system.
4. To destroy or damage other's people property or electronic third-party data.
5. To spread malware in a Computerized system.
6. To insert or to spread malware, followed by damages.
7. Electronic Theft.
8. To Interrupt or to disturb the Telegraph, the telephone, the computer, the telematics or the computer system's services.
9. To forge public documents, electronic data or private documents.
10. To discriminate against a user because of his race, his believes or his color throughout the web, [7].

Subsequently, Azeredo's bill was acknowledged by its opposition parties as the AI5 DIGITAL bill- since it preceded the AI5: an agreement of absolute authority given to the military regime, [6] that understood as a characterization of the bill as it would have established complete control of the network. During mid-July, 2008 [9], the opponent civil community started a campaign against the incorporation of this bill. This campaign aimed to collect 160.000 signatures through a pledge with the slogan: Ban Cybercrime, in defense of freedom and the progress of knowledge in Brazil's internet, [10]. The campaign that was headed by professors André Lemos (Federal University of Bahia), Sergio Amadeus (President of the National Institute of Information Technologies) and João Caribé, internet's activist, requested a ban petition for the proposed legislation. A week after being released, the pledge had gathered about 30 thousand signatures. By July 2011, over 160.000 signatures had been collected, [6, 11-13].
The debate was deepened when the elected-president, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, and her presidential cabinet chief, Dilma Rousseff, exposed a negative point of view about the implementation of the digital AI5, since it went against the freedom of information; this took place during the 10th free software international forum (IFSF), which was held in Porto Alegre, in July 2009. [6] There, the usage of free software as a social betting tool and an economic-quality technological option that drives innovation, as well as discussing the threats on the internet’s freedom was highlighted.

By the end of 2009, the legislative affairs office of the Brazilian Ministry of Justice, decides to release, in association with the Getulio Vargas’s Foundation, a project based on the ICF’s collaborative building in Brazil, [6,14]. This Project left a blog which was opened during 45 days, so internet users publish their contributions during this time; thus, a project based on the civilian contribution was created. Subsequently, most of internet users that participated in the project, requested that the user’s privacy would be a priority, as well as the giving of guarantees for freedom of expression in the web. Taking this into consideration, the minister publishes the draft to its civil opponents for 45 days, so remarks will be made, and subsequently, the project could be presented to the congress in the beginning of 2010. See table of positions and interests, Table 1.

Then, during the second forum of the internet in Olinda (Brazil), in the mid of 2012, several activists developed a manifest in defense of the ICF, which was called “La Carta de Olinda” where they called for the immediate approval of the ICF, since the internet’s individual rights of the users were in danger, and it was a priority to look after them, [15]. This pledge was uploaded to the net for it to be signed and shared to the people interested. The letter gets a complete support from the Deputy rapporteur to the House of Representatives, senator Alessandro Molón

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Users and representative groups</th>
<th>Connection companies (Oi, Net, etc.)</th>
<th>National content providers (Globo, UOL, etc.)</th>
<th>Foreign content providers (Google, Facebook, etc.)</th>
<th>Rights holders (recorders, broadcasters and authors)</th>
<th>Government/judicial authorities and police</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute neutrality</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection records</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application records by connection companies</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application records by content companies</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes/Indifferent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data storage in the country</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice and take down</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Not</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes/Not</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Positions/interests of the main groups involved within the internet’s regulation matter, [8].

Within the support set, it is imperative to point out the one given by the Consumer Defense Brazilian Institute (CDBI)¹, which participated and escorted the presentation of this draft law to the House of Representatives. From there, an Online-support campaign towards the acceptance of the ICF was released; sending more than 11,500 messages to the deputies, despite the obstacles of massive economic interests, as the ones represented by telecommunication companies such as Embratel, Vivo, Claro, among others. Due to the neutrality in the draft law [16] the well-known father of the internet Tim Berners-Lee, indicated his support to the ICF’s acceptance during his participation in the WWW2013², by mentioning: “The approval of internet access-free regulation would be the best birthday present for both Brazil and worldwide internet users. The beginning of a new era is set; where Brazil solidifies its reputation as a democratic and social welfare world-leader country”, [17-19]. Tim Wu, an American better known as the father of the network’s neutrality principle, revealed his support to the ICF’s regulation in Brazil, pointing out that “it is quite important for Brazil’s future, as a center of internet’s innovation in the south hemisphere, the fact that the country accepts and respects the network’s neutrality principles”, [20].

¹ (CDBI) Consumer Defense Brazilian Institute
² WWW2013 (international World Wide Web) is an international that deals with topics regarding the future addressing of World Wide Web and it was created by Tim Berners in 1989. The NSA is a United States intelligence agency that is in charge of everything related to the security of information.
Furthermore, spying has become an important reality in the network’s protection; according to the statements made by Edward Snowden, in June 2013 [21]: “All global citizens are exposed to the NSA surveillance - specially the diplomats and Dilma Rousseff, in Brazil- for being a reference country in Latin America”. A month after Snowden’s testimony, WikiLeaks secret material was uncovered by Julián Assange, who reveals that the elected Brazilian president, and her cabinet of ministers were spied by the NSA 9.

On the other hand, another two big actions against the communication media monopoly were carried out during July and August 2013 [22-24], seeking the democratization of media and its licenses on the radio and the TV, were it was discussed that the ICF—which was in danger of becoming in a commercial framework, since from the federal’s government it was intended to include express internet plan with a limit of data to be used, to be considered as an abusive practice against the regular consumer, [25].

The continuous postponement made by the House of Representatives, conditioned the ICF’s collaborative assembly, due to the influence of the big telecommunication company’s economic interests. Finally, on April 23rd, 2014, the Federal Senate accepted the ICF followed by its approval by president Dilma the same day, during the Netmundial Conference, which was held in Rio de Janeiro, [26]. The endorsement of this agreement provokes a positive impact for the internet users, since it strengthens the rights and guarantees established by the constitution, see Figure 2. Among them, the user's right to freedom of speech, in order to stimulate the innovation on the internet through platforms like YouTube or Facebook, generating an environment that does not encourage the withdrawal of content that is not illegal.

In addition, the consolidation of the network’s neutrality, prevents the giving of privileges or the control of content and the degradation of the speed that is part of the ICP, by means of avoiding telecommunication monopolies. Finally, it grants the privacy within the network, keeping the Brazilians' records and data stored in the countries’ Data Centers, by means of avoiding the usage of the user’s personal information with commercial purposes and related activities without prior consent, [27].

Figure 2. Poster for the internet users, [28].

3. Americas Region References

3.1. Canada

In Canada, by 1985, the code about the access to the information stipulated that the confidentiality of the user’s data should be assured. If a website was used to obtain personal data of a confidential nature, it is imperative to take into account the fact that federal bills would regulate the circulation of this information. These bills were applied to the broadcasting of the information taken, as it would have been done by the editors of a magazine or a newspaper, the ones who warrant the indications to the user in the clearest way and their policies regarding any possible usage of the information obtained from the web. Furthermore, the freedom of expression is granted, since the Canadian tribunals have determined that it is enshrined in its second article 2(b) from the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, that includes the right to receive and diffuse information, [29].

3.2. USA

In this country, several draft laws regarding the usage of internet were made. Despite not being accepted, they have provoked a lot of controversy worldwide, since they undermined against the right of privacy and the freedom of expression of individuals. Such bills as SOPA, PIPA y CISPA.

On the one hand, SOPA is a bill introduced by the american House of the representatives on the 26th of October, 2011, by Lamar S. Smith, president of the Justice Committee of the House of Representatives, aiming to expand the intellectual-property right owners to fight against the traffic of content on the internet, and copyright-protected products or intellectual property products. [30]. Although the bill was national wide, its application would have international consequences. If a foreign portal hosts its Data Center Networks services in an US Data center and shared copyright-protected information, it could be either criminally investigated or its service could be unplugged, [31]. In reaction to this event, On January 18th, 2012, the companies against the SOPA bill, such as: Mozilla, Wikipedia, Google, Facebook, among others, decided to stop working for 24 hours in USA as a protest against this bill; changing their regular content for black screenshots that contain messages and their own logos, [32,33].

On January 20th, 2012, the main opponent of this polemic bill -Lamar Smith- retracted this initiative in the american congress due to the multiple critics this bill received. He also stated that the bill was retracted until a more general agreement on a solution was made. Nonetheless, to date, the bill has not been reactivated yet, [34].

PIPA, on the other hand, was another proposition that aimed to grant more tools to identify the owners of “websites dedicated to violate or traffic content” It preceded the SOPA bill, as it was filed on May 12th, 2011 by Vermont states' democrat senator Patrick Leahy. This bill defined as an infringing behavior, the distribution of illegal copies, Counterfeit goods, or technology that
allowed to avoid anti-piracy shields, punishing the owners and user of websites with procedures that would exclude them from the Internet's virtual telephone directories, [35].

Taking into consideration that both PIPA and SOPA were bills filed the same year—and their approach were similar—the diverse critics and the interruption of several websites as a protest, motivated that on January 20th, 2012, the US congress indefinitely suspended these two bills, [36]. [See Figures 3,4]

Figure 3. Poster: websites as a protest, [37].

Figure 4. Poster: websites as a protest, [31].

On its behalf, the HR3523 bill, better known as CISPA [38], was a bill that allowed the exchange of information regarding the internet's traffic between the US government and the manufacture companies. Its objective was helping the government to investigate Cyber threats and ensuring the security in the networks against Cyber-attacks. The legislation was introduced on November 30 , 2011 by a member of the US House of Representatives, Michael Rogers, and it was approved on April 26, 2012 in the US House of Representatives; with 248 votes in favor and 168 votes against.

This bill, as well as SOPA and PIPA bills, has been criticized for different internet's defenders groups like: EFF [20], ACLU [21], and Avaaz.org [22], among others. With this legislation, there were no guarantees regarding the neutrality in the network and the civil liberties. These guardian groups exposed that CISPA had almost no limits dealing with how and when can the government take control of the internet's particular information, [39]. The elected president, Barack Obama, took a negative posture, because he considered it would allow the exchanging of information: “without the established requirements for the industry and the government to minimize and protect the information that identifies individuals”

Likewise, it would grant to agencies like NSA to access personal conversations made through the network and validate if a contact from an email address was related itself with a terrorist organization: obliterating any privacy bill ever approved for the Cybersecurity’s sake, [39]. Finally, on August 5th, 2012, CISPA was defeated in the US senate. It reached 52 out of the 60 required votes for a final discussion, [40-41].

After different drafts laws unapproved, CISA bill was crated (Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act), for which it may be told it is similar to CISPA bill, with some slight modifications. This is a federal bill that intended “to increase Cybersecurity in the US through a higher exchange of information regarding Cybersecurity threats”; increasing the government protection to those companies that, voluntarily, decide to share susceptible information to be considered as a Cyber threat with the federal government. The bill was presented to the US senate on July 10 , 2014 by California Senator representative, and it was approved on October 27th, 2015, supported by most of democrat and republican senators, obtaining 74 votes in favor and only 21 votes against, [42-43].

However, civil rights groups and technology enterprises have claimed that the terms of this agreements are vague and provide a broad maneuvering range for companies to share information with the federal authorities, without an accountability, violating once again the neutrality and privacy on the network guarantees, making of this bill a modified CISPA, [44].

3.3. México

Mexico, on its part, participated on an international agreement called ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement) in 2012. This agreement proposed to set protection and support to the intellectual property, in order to avoid Counterfeit goods and Internet piracy. For this goal to be achieved, ACTA would consent the strengthen of Border surveillance and would force the ISP to watch all data bundles that were charged or discharged from the cloud. Likewise, the user might be understood.
charged with fines, the loss of the right of an internet connection or to be sentenced to prison, [45]. This initiative was supported by countries such as: United States, Australia, and Canada including the European Union, Korea, Japan, Mexico, Singapore and Switzerland. The first ACTA drafts date from 2006, as a result of a meeting among the countries previously mentioned, [46]. On July 11th, 2012, Claude Heller, Mexican ambassador in Japan, signed the treaty, despite the unanimous suggestion made by the Senate of Mexico of not signing it; stating that ACTA treaty would turn into a threat against the internet's privacy rights, [47]. Finally, on July 20th, 2012, the Senate Standing Committee formally rejected the ACTA's signing, since it was considered that the implementation of this treaty would imply a limitation to the desirable internet's universalization of access in the Mexican society and thereby, widening the "digital loopholes"; that is to say: the distance in the access, the usage and the appropriation of technology in the geographical, socio-economic level, articulated with other cultural inequalities, [48-49].

4. Colombia

In Colombia, the Anti-piracy bill 241, 2011; better known as "Lleras bill", was filed at the congress of Colombia on April 4th, 2011. This bill received its name due to the Ministry of the Interior of that age, Germán Vargas Lleras, [50]. This bill sought the regulation of the ISP responsibilities against user's copyright infringements. In addition, it presented elements of similar bills derived from ACTA, in a more-reserved manner. For instance, the bill just considered fines when a profit purpose was evidenced; but it will include the suspension of internet services for the recidivist, a decision that was left to in the ISP hands. As in other similar bills, this specific one triggered the rejection among the main user-representatives in Colombia: RedPaTodos, Fundación Karisma and Anonymous, because of the violation of privacy, providing the ISP with the faculties to watch, to investigate and to prosecute the internet users; as well as banning the freedom of expression, deleting content considered by the ISP as offensive, [51]. Subsequently, on November 16th, 2011, The plenary of the Senate sank this bill based on a communicate made by the Senate of the Republic: “the presenters of the internet's copyright suggested to file this bill, in order to favor the freedom of expression and the privacy rights” Consecutively, the Republican Senator Roy Barreras, draftsman of the articles, stated that “it is about considering two rights. While there is no clarity in this matter from the Government, I will go for the internet’s freedom of expression” [52]. After the defeat of this bill, on March 23rd, 2012, Germán Vargas Lleras, filed the bill 201, 2012 or Lleras bill 2.0, [53]. This bill was born from a Colombian-American agreement concerning the discussion of the FTA (Free-Trade Area) which started to be negotiated in 2007. It dealt not only with copyright, but also with some exceptions regarding this subject, [54]. This bill was approved in a record time, on April 10th, 2012, by the House of the Representatives, and consequently in the Senate—complying with the government’s urgent request—looking for the FTA’s implementation, [55]. Nonetheless, this bill has no significant implications, since on May 8th, 2012, Jorge Robledo, Senator part of the “Polo democrático” party, sued before the Constitutional Court the Llera's bill 2.0, stating that, the exaggerated protection given to the ISP violated the fundamental right of Colombian citizens to the access to the information and their freedom to be freely disclosed, [56].

To conclude, the constitutional court overturned Llera’s Bill on January 23rd, 2013, considering that procedural and substantive defects were presented in its approval in the Congress of the Republic. Besides, it highlighted that the right for education and culture was infringed, since it obstructed the access to new information through internet’s web search, [57].

Despite this, the Colombian government is currently unsuccessful, regarding its idea of stubbornly presenting draft laws that affect the regular usage of internet by Colombian citizens, giving an excessive protection to copyright, in order to profit the FTA treaty with the US government.

Because none of these bills have been approved, cases like UBER, who is currently the center of rejection on the part of the traditional taxi drivers guild, because of providing an alternative transportation service to the community; has the legal arguments to operate under the principles of neutrality in the network, as part of the bill 1450, 2011, [58] since, despite the requests made by taxi owners and drivers to the Ministry of the ICT, Minister David Luna has explained that he has no faculties to do such thing, since Colombia is ruled by the neutrality in the network, a principle that is closely related to the freedom of expression, according to which it should not be limited what circulates on the network, [59].

Taking this into consideration, senator Robledo filed a lawsuit for the Corporate Superintendence to cancel the legal status of UBER Colombia S.A.S, aiming to shut down this platform once for all in the country and, even if it sounds contradictory, to its defense for the

---

23 RedPaTodos is an initiative that emerged in response to plans by the Colombian government to change copyright legislation and to include Internet issues with budgets of the last century.
24 “La Fundación Karisma”, is an organization founded in 2000 and located in Bogotá (Colombia). It aims to respond to the opportunities and threats that arise in the context of "technology for development" for the exercise of human rights, from perspectives that promote freedom of expression and gender and social equity.
25 Anonymous is a pseudonym used worldwide by different groups and individuals to carry out individual or concerted actions or publications. Firstly, conceived as a movement for fun since 2008, Anonymous has manifested in protest actions in favor of freedom of expression, Internet independence and against several organizations.
26 UBER is an international company that provides its customers with a private transport network, through a mobile application software that connects passengers with drivers of vehicles registered in their service, which offers a transportation service to individuals.
27 ITCMin (Ministry of Information, Technologies and Communications)
internet's rights. Senator Robledo pointed out that his intention is not defending the taxi's guild, or being against mobile applications. He stated: “Technology and innovation are essential for solving society's problems and for improving taxi service, but they must be used within the Constitution and the law's regulation”, [60].

In addition, on March 9th, 2017, the Colombian Ministry of Transport filed a lawsuit before the administrative court of Cundinamarca against UBER Colombia S.A.S, the ICT ministry and the National Spectrum Agency – NEA, with the purpose of protecting the collective rights, related to the usage and the defense of the goods of public property (electromagnetic spectrum), the users' rights and the free-economic competition. The lawsuit was admitted by this court and by the defendants. They will have 10 days, counted from the due notification, to answer the demand. In the meantime, to order the mobile services operators that, from the moment of notification: correspondingly, to immediately take the necessary actions to prevent the persistent usage of UBER's mobile application, [61].

Thus, it can be inferred that the lack of regulations as the ICF, provokes legal loopholes in cases as in UBER in Colombia. Moreover, to reflect on the ICF's implementation would bring significant advantages for the user's benefit, in relation to other bills that point towards the regulation the internet's service use in the American continent.

5. Conclusions

It is clear that Colombia does not have a regulation regarding copyright and the access to information that protects the rights of the civil community, since based on the Internet regulatory background and the comparative table (Table 2) shown below, we (Colombian people) are far from conforming and ICF. Nonetheless, the failure of some continental policies such as SOPA and ACTA bills, Lleras bill, among others, leaves good learning lessons; so a regulation that contemplates the protection of the rights of Internet users and decriminalizes common practices such as broadcasting or distributing an artistic, literary, cinematographic or musical work in digital media may be shaped, without infringing the copyright in terms of cooperation without a detriment of the neutrality and the privacy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of guarantees and rights</th>
<th>MCI</th>
<th>SOPA</th>
<th>ACTA</th>
<th>Lleras Law</th>
<th>Lleras Law 2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net neutrality guarantees</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarantees for free expression</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy warranties</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective on social rights</td>
<td>Promotes innovation and progress solutions, in addition to dignifying the user in the virtual world</td>
<td>Attacks social rights and promotes marketing solutions</td>
<td>Promotes inequality between users and the commercial industry</td>
<td>Disfavor the neutrality of the network, providing legal powers to ISPs</td>
<td>Injures the right to free expression and the principles of net neutrality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social consequences</td>
<td>Reduce the distance in the access and use of the internet fomenting the progress in the society</td>
<td>Reproduces inequality and generates new forms of poverty</td>
<td>Discourages access to knowledge, restricting the exchange of information</td>
<td>Discourages access to culture and knowledge</td>
<td>Discourages access to culture and knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparative chart. Source: own.

It is imperative that the national government provides spaces for citizen participation referring Brazil's ICF, so in this way a stable regulation may be achieved. A regulation that gathers the user's interests such as: ensuring that privacy and freedom of expression are not violated, as to receive an equitable service for all from the ISP, based on the network's neutrality principle. Therefore, this would begin to generate a positive impact for the nation's progress, by allowing access to culture and education using the internet as a tool for this.

The usage of virtual media as a protest mechanism, focus in fact that more citizens, with no boundaries and from anywhere, have a greater attention from government entities. This way, being able to modify, to improve or to limit the bills that affected the users, such as social actions that overturned bills like SOPA and PIPA in the US.
The ICF leaves an important lesson to the world about how to a legislation that involves the citizen participation can be made, in a collaborative-decentralized scheme. Besides, it portraits to us that things can be done the right way and in favor of the users. Perhaps the neighbor governments need to focus on this kind of propositions, as well as learning more from this practices.

The government position before UBER platform, demonstrates that the regulations regarding the internet's usage are respected, taking into consideration that this platform is upheld in the legality thanks to the neutrality in the network principle, according to which it should not be limited what circulates on it.
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